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ABSTRACT The cost of drug discovery and
subsequent regulatory approval for each new
candidate now exceeds $2B and often requires
10-15 years of development time. The
pharmaceutical industry would benefit greatly
from better pre-clinical screening technologies to
reduce the attrition rates during clinical trials as
well as to begin to pre-select specific genetic
sub-populations for optimal drug efficacy with
limited distribution. In addition, with the banning
of animals for toxicology testing in many
industries, systems to replace animals with
human mimics is essential for product
development and safety testing. A promising
technology to help reduce the cost and time of
this process are body-on-a-chip or human-on-achip systems either at the single organ level or
more advanced systems where multiple organ
mimics are integrated to allow organ to organ
communication and interaction. Our focus is on
the establishment of functional in vitro systems
to address this deficit where we seek to build
subsystems to model motor control, myelination
and cognitive function, as well as cardiac and
liver models as well as combinations thereof.
The idea is to integrate microsystems fabrication
technology and surface modifications with
protein and cellular components, with the aim of
initiating and maintaining self-assembly and
growth into biologically, mechanically and
electronically interactive functional multicomponent systems. The ability to control the
surface composition of an in vitro system, as
well as controlling other variables, such as
growth media and cell preparation, all play
important roles in creating a defined system for
hybrid device fabrication and in vitro evaluation
of surface modifications and their effect on
cellular materials. Our advances in culturing

adult rat, mouse and human mammalian spinal
cord, hippocampal neurons, muscle and cardiac
cells in a defined serum-free medium, suggest
outstanding potential for multi-organ systems.
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